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BASMATI Glossary
Term/Acronym Definition
Mobile cloud
Online services offered by cloud resources to support mobile apps. The
services
backend of the mobile apps.
Cloud Provider. The actor that provides the cloud infrastructure/resources, such
CP
as VMs
Cloud Service Provider. The actor that provides cloud services on top of a rent
CSP
infrastructure from a CP
Limited capacity infrastructures with virtualization capabilities, often used to
support a limited amount of users or perform a limited set of operations on
Cloudlet
behalf of the central cloud infrastructure that hosts the complete application
Resources aimed to operate specialized functionality, located at the "edge" of
the network infrastructure, thus, closer to the end users. Examples are (clusters
Edge resources of) RaspberryPis or cloudlets
BUDaMaF

BASMATI Unified Data Management Framework

KE

Knowledge Extractor

DM

Decision Maker

RB

Resource Broker

MVD

Mobile Virtual Desktop

DASFEST

QoE

An 3-day long music festival taking place in Karlsruhe, Germany every July
Amenesik Cloud Engine. The cloud service deployment tool through which
actual federation is achieved
BASMATI Enhanced Application Model. An extension of the TOSCA
specification
Application Service Provider. A Federation user that rents resource services in
order to provide an Application services to End-users
The matchmaking support provided by BASMATI platform to decide about the
best cloud resources to exploit for the execution of the back-end of BASMATI
applications. This activity regards the placement of the services or data on
computational resources and storages belonging to the cloud data centre and
the cloudlets within the federation.
A user who benefits the various application and infrastructure services provided
by the Cloud. Within BASMATI, the most typical example is exploiting the Cloud
federation via a mobile device (possibly a laptop) using specialized apps or a
web browser.
The ability of BASMATI platform supporting the runtime placement of the
components composing the front-end of BASMATI applications on edge
resources available nearby the end user. This activity takes place both when
edge and mobiles exchange one each other their own workload or when such
devices transfer some workload to the clouds or cloudlets. In BASMATI we
often distinguish Front-end offloading, related to the mobile part of application,
from Back-end offloading, concerning the server side of applications. The latter
roughly translates to the known concept of Cloudbursting.
Quality of experience. It is a measure of a customer's experiences with a
service. It may be related to some aspects of the QoS and QoP, but can also
take into account other metrics.

Service

Service handover refers to the activity of transferring an active service between

ACE
BEAM
ASP

Brokering

End user

Offloading
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handover
Situational
Awareness

two computational resources (e.g. Cloudlets) with minimal or no disruption on
the availability of the service. Ideally, service handover is transparent with
respect to the user.
The ability of the BASMATI platform to recognise the “situation” characterising
the actual combined status of users, applications and resources, aimed at
achieving an effective and efficient management of applications and resources.
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Executive Summary
This document covers the Cross-border Testing Environment and Integration of BASMATI
Services.
It starts with describing the entire integration method. The integration method is based on
continuous integration principles and DevOps, using Jenkins for building the platform and GitLab
as a code repository. This solution was necessary in order to accommodate the various
development technologies and teams with different backgrounds that participated in the
project.
Next, the test environment and integration method for each module is described in detail. The
document also provides details about how each module is built in Jenkins.
Finally, the document describes how the potential user may use the result of the integration, i.e.
the BASMATI platform. It explains what is deployed, the way that the communication between
modules takes place, and explains how to easily manage this platform through the BASMATI
workspace.
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1 Introduction
This document covers the Cross-border Testing Environment and Integration of BASMATI
Services. First, the entire integration method will be described. Next, the test environment and
integration method for each module is described in detail.

1.1 Relationship to Other Deliverables
This report is relates to the deliverable: D3.3 “Situational Knowledge Acquisition and Inter-Cloud
Service Monitoring” which presents the installation of the Federation Monitoring Module.
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2 Integration Method
The following figure (Figure 1) depicts the BASMATI Integration Plan. The green table illustrates
the BASMATI code repository. All the BASMATI components are listed in the table denoting the
existence of the source code in the repository. It is an instance of GitLab and it is managed by
AMEN. The red square depicts the Jenkins component which contains the rules to retrieve and
build the components’ source code into one platform. This component is automatically building
the platform continuously incorporating changes in the source code. It is managed by INNO.
Finally, the blue square depicts the service environment where the platform actually resides. As
depicted in the figure, it is based on docker containers but it could be something else too.

Figure 1. Integration Plan

Figure 2 depicts the BASMATI Integration Flow. It shows how we move to service provision
starting from simple source code.
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Figure 2. Integration Flow

2.1 Location
The Source Code Version Control System (GitLab) resides in http://basmati.amenesik.com/. An
instance is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Source Code in GitLab
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An screenshot from the dashboard of the Continuous Integration System (Jenkins) deployed in
http://182.252.131.35:38080 is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. BASMATI component in Jenkins

A screenshot shown in Figure 5 is an instance of the Service & Test Environment:
182.252.135.11 (Docker Port: 2476)

Figure 5. Service & Test Environment
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Finally, a screenshot of the dashboard of the Docker Image Registry deployed in:
182.252.131.35:5000 (Web Port: 5001,5002) can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Docker Image Registry
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2.2 Building and deployment process description
Each BASMATI component sets an initial item of its module to the Jenkins.
1. Each BASMATI component uploads the module's source code to GitLab.
2. Each BASMATI component uploads the module's operating environment Container
Imager to the Docker Registry.
3. Each BASMATI component sets an initial item of own module to the Jenkins.
4. When a Jenkins Item runs, it can be automatically build and deployed for service
provision and testing.
The Jenkins’ settings for each module are described in the following section.
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3 Deploy and Build Settings
This chapter describes the build / deployment settings for each module.

3.1 Decision Maker
The Decision Maker component is packed as a Docker container for easy build and deploy in the
systems with Docker installed. All the necessary files to run the decision maker can be
downloaded from the BASMATI repository using GIT, as per the following:
> git clone
http://<user>@basmati.amenesik.com/code/platform/modules/decision_maker.git

Once the component has been downloaded, the container is build by running the following
script:
> ./build.sh
> cat build.sh
docker build -t decision_maker:1.0.0

Finally, the following script launches the container:
> ./run.sh
> cat run.sh
docker run -p 5000:5000 decision_maker:1.0.0

The script connects the port 5000 of the container with the same port in the host machine.
These values can be changed according to the specific needs of the host machine.
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3.2 Federation Monitoring
Below is the Jenkins build&deploy method and sequence of Federation Monitoring.
1. Dockerfile Making Item
FROM 182.252.131.35:5000/federation_monitoring_module:latest
RUN rm -rf /root/basmati
RUN mkdir -p /root/basmati
RUN git clone
http://cheolyong:[PASSWORD]@basmati.amenesik.com/code/platform/module
s/federation_monitoring.git /root/basmati
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Container Image Build Item
Container stopping item in service or test environment
Container Image pull item in service or test environment
Container stopping item in service or test environment
Pipeline items that start with steps 1-5

Pipeline Startup Result

Figure 7. The list of all commands for managing Federation Monitoring
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3.3 Federation Data Management
The Federation Data Management component (also known as BASMATI Unified Data
Management Framework or BUDaMaF for short) is developed on a RestFul Web Service
architecture using java. This means that for the deployment of the component we need an
active Glassfish server on which we have to deploy the component’s .war file.
For completeness we include the Dockerfile for building a Glassfish container and deploying the
component’s war file on it.
# DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.
#
# Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
#
# GlassFish on Docker with Oracle Linux and OpenJDK
FROM oraclelinux:7-slim
# Maintainer
MAINTAINER Arindam Bandyopadhyay<arindam.bandyopadhyay@oracle.com>
# Set environment variables and default password for user 'admin'
ENV GLASSFISH_PKG=glassfish-4.1.1.zip \
GLASSFISH_URL=https://download.oracle.com/glassfish/4.1.1/release/glassfish4.1.1.zip \
GLASSFISH_HOME=/glassfish4 \
MD5=4e7ce65489347960e9797d2161e0ada2 \
PATH=$PATH:/glassfish4/bin \
JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-openjdk
# Install packages, download and extract GlassFish
# Setup password file
# Enable DAS
RUN yum -y install unzip java-1.7.0-openjdk-devel && \
curl -O $GLASSFISH_URL && \
echo "$MD5 *$GLASSFISH_PKG" | md5sum -c - && \
unzip -o $GLASSFISH_PKG && \
rm -f $GLASSFISH_PKG && \
yum -y remove unzip && \
rm -rf /var/cache/yum
COPY docker-entrypoint.sh /entrypoint.sh
ENTRYPOINT ["/entrypoint.sh"]
COPY federation_data_management.war /federation_data_management.war
# Ports being exposed
EXPOSE 4848 8080 8181
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# Start asadmin console and the domain
CMD ["asadmin", "start-domain", "-v"]
#Deploy component
CMD ["asadmin", "deploy ", "/federation_data_management.war "]

3.4 Application Repository
Application Controller component of BASMATI consists of Nginx and Django instances. To run
both instances together, we use Docker container technology and docker-compose tool.
Following is the sequence defined in the Jenkins environment to build and execute Application
Controller:
1. Building and Pushing Docker container images
First, the source codes of Application Controller must be downloaded before building
Docker container images. All compiling commands for building Docker container images
are defined in Dockerfile of the source code.
After completing download operation, docker-compose command will be executed to
build each Docker container images.
If there are no errors in building procedure, the Container images will be pushed to the
local Docker image registry server of BASMATI.
2. Pulling the container images
Once, the container images are built and pushed to the registry, they can be pulled to
the Jenkins server.
3. Starting the container images
Before starting the containers, previously running containers that have same name will
be stopped to prevent confusing and any errors. After stopping the containers, new
containers will be started with new pulled images.
4. Stopping the containers
If there is necessary to stop Application Controller component, this step can be used to
stop running instance.
Figure 8 shows the list of all defined commands for building and managing Application
Controller component.
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Figure 8. The list of all commands for managing Application Controller

3.5 Federation SLA Management
The software module covered within this section is the BASMATI Federation Manager software
module within the Federation Business Logic component group. The aforementioned module
works in close cooperation with other components within the same group, as well as with other
BASMATI entities in order to manage the lifecycle of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) within the
platform, which constitutes the legal bindings between the application plane and the
infrastructure plane.
The Federation SLA Management module has been developed as a web-service using JAVA /
Spring. It is an implementation of an SLA system, compliant with the international standard WSAgreement. All compile-time configurations are done through the Spring context files, which
build all the configurable objects. Several of these objects declared in the context files takes
their parameters from the file configuration.properties.
Some configuration parameters can be modified using environment variables or JDK variables.
The list of overridable parameters is:

·

DB_DRIVER; default value is com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

·

DB_URL; default value is jdbc:mysql://${db.host}:${db.port}/${db.name}

·

DB_USERNAME; default value is ${db.username}

·

DB_PASSWORD; default value is ${db.password}

·

DB_SHOWSQL; default value is ${db.showSQL}

The requirements to install a working copy of the SLA Manager are:
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·
·
·

Oracle JDK >=1.7
Database to install the database schema for the service: MySQL >=5.0
Maven >= 3.0

Figure 9. SLA Manager Build Module

The component is released as a multi-module project using Maven3, it is composed by two main
modules: the SLA core and the SLA dashboard.
As a pre-requisite for a normal deployment the component needs a WebServer such as Tomcat
or Jetty as well as a MySQL-compliant database, follow well-documented procedures available
to install these two subsystems is recommended.
In order to facilitate its deployment the component also provides a Vagrant script which
recreates the whole environment in a ready to use VM with the core and the dashboard running
at port 8080 and 8000, respectively. The component is also provided as a set of containers
Dockerized. Find bellow the Dockerfile provided:
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Figure 10. Dockerfile of SLA Manager

The components in charge of the SLA Management are uploaded in the BASMATI Git Repository
and their continuous build is managed by the continuous integration system used in BASMATI
based on Jenkins. The figure below depicts the build status report associated with the SLA
modules.

Figure 11. SLA Manager Build Status
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Further information about the usage of the component and how to interact with the REST
API offered can be found in “D.5.5/D5.6 Quality, security and privacy enforcement design and
specification” where the component interfaces and its usage were documented.

3.6 Resource Broker
There are 3 instances that make up resource broker component of BASMATI. The instances are
Nginx, Django, and PostgreSQL. Each instance is running inside a container. There are 4 stages
that we defined in Resource Broker’s package in the Jenkins server to deploy/undeploy the
containers of resource broker.
·

·

·

·

Image Build
This step basically get the whole source code of resource broker component from our
git repository and build each image from the defined Dockerfiles. The built iamges then
pushed to the docker image registry server of BASMATI.
Container Pull
Once the images have been successfully stored in the docker image registry server, this
step should be run to pull the images to the Jenkins server.
Container Start
In this step, the each images are run one by one. It’s important also to define the ports
used in each instance because there are more than one components running in the
server and the standard ports may be used by other components. For Django instance,
it’s crucial to run the database migration to update the structure and schema of the our
database instance. It’s also important to collect the static files from the Django instance
to a shared folder which is readable by resource broker’s Nginx instance.
Container Stop
Run this final step when it’s necessary to stop the resource broker component. After
stopping it’s also beneficial to remove the containers.

The 4 steps are available independently and also via pipeline as shown by the picture below. The
pipeline can also be trigger remotely via an URL using an authentication token.
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Figure 12. The pipeline of resource broker in Jenkins

3.7 Knowledge Extractor
The Knowledge Extractor component is developed on a RestFul Web Service architecture using
java. This means that for the deployment of the component we need an active Tomcat server on
which we have to deploy the component's .war file.
The Dockerfile is creating a container based on the official tomcat image and then adding some
configuration options and the component .war file to the server, as we can see in the following
code:
FROM tomcat
# Maintainer
MAINTAINER Vangelis Psomakelis<vpsomak@mail.ntua.gr>
WORKDIR /usr/local/tomcat
COPY tomcat-users.xml /usr/local/tomcat/conf/tomcat-users.xml
COPY context.xml /usr/local/tomcat/webapps/manager/META-INF/context.xml
# Ports being exposed
EXPOSE 8080
#Deploy component
COPY knowledge_extractor.war /usr/local/tomcat/webapps/knowledge_extractor.war
We can also see that the Dockerfile is using two additional xml files in order to pass
configuration options to the tomcat server. These files are also presented here.
The Context.xml file is providing some configuration options to the tomcat server as follows:
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<Context antiResourceLocking="false" privileged="true" >
<!-- <Valve className="org.apache.catalina.valves.RemoteAddrValve"
allow="127\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+|::1|0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1" /> -->
<Manager sessionAttributeValueClassNameFilter="java\.lang\.(?:Boolean|Integer|
Long|Number|String)|org\.apache\.catalina\.filters\.CsrfPreventionFilter\
$LruCache(?:\$1)?|java\.util\.(?:Linked)?HashMap"/>
</Context>
The tomcat-users.xml is defining the user accounts, having access to the tomcat server as
follows:
<tomcat-users xmlns="http://tomcat.apache.org/xml"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://tomcat.apache.org/xml tomcat-users.xsd"
version="1.0">
<user username="admin" password="secret" roles="manager-gui"/>
</tomcat-users>
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4 How to use the BASMATI platform
The BASMATI platform provides not only user-defined virtual machines but also applications
that operate on virtual machines. Users define only application setup or specifications of virtual
machines, but do not directly determine which cloud service provider a virtual machine is
deployed to. Applications installed on a virtual machine validate the behavior of 3 use-cases by
defining and deploying the applications required for each use-case. BASMATI is a platform for
the sub-components described in Chapter 2, and each component communicates with each
other through API calls.
This chapter describes the processes and methods for users to deploy applications through the
BASMATI platform. 4.1 explains how to deploy the API directly, and 4.2 explains how to deploy it
more easily through workspaces.

4.1 use API call
For API specifications used at each stage, see Deliverable for each component. The following
describes the flow of applications through BASMATI.
4.1.1 Create Application
The user defines the name and description of the application, and then creates an application

through an API call to the Application Repository.
URL
Method
Data Field

4.1.2

http://vernaccia.isti.cnr.it:8005/api/application/
POST
Name
Description

Create Application Topology

The user defines application topology information and then generates the application topology
through API calls to the Application Repository.
URL

http://vernaccia.isti.cnr.it:8005/api/applicationtopology/

Method

POST

Data Field

Content
Current application setting
URL Source
Parent ID
Application ID
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* Reruired elements of the “Content” field
<Definitions>
<Import location="" />
<ServiceTemplate name="basmati-test-app">
<Tags>
<Tag name="Title" value="test-app" />
<Tag name="SubTitle" value="Basmati Use Case" />
<Tag name="Version" value="0.1" />
<Tag name="Author" value="John Doe" />
<Tag name="Date" value="16th April 2018" />
<Tag name="Account" value="basmati" />
<Tag name="Algorithm" value="quota:federation" />
<!-- Provider List = [amazonec2, amazonecs, cloudsigma,
eucalyptus, googlecompute, opennebula, openstack, scalr, softlayer, windowsazure]->
<Tag name="Provider" value="openstack" />
<!-- Zone List = [any, europe]-->
<Tag name="Zone" value="[korea]" />
</Tags>
</ServiceTemplate>
</Definitions>
4.1.3

Create Application File

Users generate the files required to deploy the application through API calls to the Application
Repository.
URL
Method
Data Field

4.1.4

http://vernaccia.isti.cnr.it:8005/api/applicationfiles/
POST
Application ID
Description
File

Create Application SLA File

Users generate SLA information for application operation and virtual machine operation through
API calls to Application Repository.
URL
Method
Data Field

4.1.5

http://vernaccia.isti.cnr.it:8005/api/templateagreement/
POST
Content
Current application setting
Application ID

Determine the virtual machine and application deployment environment

The user requests the BASMATI platform to deploy the previously defined application and
Decision Maker determines which cloud service provider will be deployed based on the
information requested by the user.
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URL
Method
Data Field
4.1.6

http://vernaccia.isti.cnr.it:8034/app/{app_id}/basmatize
GET
app_id

Deploy / Undeploy Application

The user issues a user-defined application deployment command to the Application Controller
through API calls.
URL
Method
Data Field

http://182.252.135.44:3340/
POST
json format data
{
“app_id”, “xxxxxxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxx”,
“action” : “deploy/undeploy/start/stop”
}

Direct calls from the above APIs are familiar to developers but difficult for lay users, not
developers. Provides workspaces with user-friendly GUI for easy access to BASMATI platforms.
The following describes the information provided through workspaces and the actions that can
be performed.
Workspace was divided into the admin account and the user account, and users were separated
by use-case.
Because workspace is a prototype, it does not provide functions such as user subscription and
user information is generated in advance.
The access and account information of workspac are as follows.
URL
admin info
user info

http://192.168.100.25:8081/login
admin / 1234
user_mvd / basmati
user_dasfest / basmati
user_trip / basmati

4.2 use workspace
As described in 4.1, direct invocation of the API may be familiar to developers, but it is difficult
for normal users who are not. Provides workspaces with user-friendly GUI for easier access to
BASMATI platforms.
The following describes the information provided through workspaces and the actions that can
be performed.
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4.2.1

BASMATI LOGIN

Figure 13. BASMATI workspace login

4.2.2

ADMIN DASHBOARD

After logging in with the admin account, you can view the dashboard screen. On the left is a list
of available menus.
DASHBOARD, CSP, APPLICATION, SERVICE, SETTING, each chapter describes the detailed
functions. The map in the middle shows the location of the Cloud Service Providers available on
the BASMATI platform as markers on the map. On the right side of the map, a complete list of
CSPs, a list of deployed VMs, and on the bottom, information such as CSP name, zone, and
category is displayed.
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Figure 14. Admin’s Dashboard menu

4.2.3

ADMIN CSP

Figure 15. Admin’s CSP menu

CSP menu shows Cloud Service Provider information. Displays a list of CSPs available on the
BASMATI platform, and each CSP displays the available VMs, vCPUs, vMEM information, and the
list of deployed VMs. By selecting a deployed VM , you can view monitoring data collected by
the VM for resource information in use.
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4.2.4

ADMIN APPLICATION

The APPLICATION menu displays information about the applications created through the
BASMATI platform. You can display a list of all applications and delete them only through the
"DELETE" button. The bottom TOPLOGY LIST displays a list of topologies dependent on the
application and, like the application , the admin account cannot be create application or
topology, but can only deleting application and topology via "DELETE".

Figure 16. Admin’s Application menu (1)

To the right, commands can be executed via the "BASMATIZE", "DEPLOY", "UNDEPLOY",
"START", "STOP" and "SLA" buttons.
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Figure 17. Admin’s Application menu (2)

Figure 18. Admin’s Application - SLA menu

Clicking the "SLA" button displays a list of SLA files and details on the right.
Similarly, the admin account can delete the SLA via "DELETE" but does not support the ability to
create the SLA.
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4.2.5

ADMIN SERVICE

Figure 19. Admin’s Service menu (1)

The SERVICE menu displays a list of services created through DEPLOY and a list of VMs in use by
that service in the APPLICATION menu. You can view a list of virtual machines and details, access
key information, and monitoring information.

Figure 20. Admin’s Service menu (2)
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4.2.6

ADMIN SETTING

The SETTING menu defines the URL of the CMP to be used in the BASMATI platform and the API
endpoint of the BASMATI component as well as the credentials.

Figure 21. Admin’s Setting menu

4.2.7

USER APPLICATION

When users log in as the user, they go to the APPLICATION menu and do not provide
DASHBOARD. The LOGIN screen and account information are described in 4.2.1 and this
document is described based on the user_mvd account. It is assumed that each account is a pregenerated user account by use-case, and user_mvd is the user who provides the application of
mobile virtualization desktop.
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Figure 22. User’s Application menu

The functions provided in APPLICATION are similar to APPLICATION in ADMIN. The "CREATE"
button allows the add-on to add applications managed by the user and the topology used by
each application. The "FILE" button also allows files to be uploaded by defining files required for
that application.

Figure 23. User’s Application - File menu
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4.2.8

USER SERVICE

The SERVICE menu provides the same functions as the ADMIN SERVICE. The difference between
admin and user is that the service of all users can be viewed in the case of admin and the user
can only view the service information of the logged in user

Figure 24. User’s Service menu
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5 Conclusions
This document lays out the technical process that was followed in order to implement the
BASMATI platform by integrating the various software component. The BASMATI components
were developed by different teams, with different technical background, individual goals,
experience and mentality therefore the integration was truly a complex problem. The lack of
time and the actual distance between the teams called for an adaptive integration and system
building approach such as the continuous integration. To ensure interoperability at the service
provisioning level, we employed Linux containers. These systems make the testing and service
deployment easier. They also allow developers to focus on development rather than the
integration and operations.
Users can use the BASMATI platform more easily through the GUI-based workspace, and check
the status of deployed VMs and applications.
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